have had increasing
0
difficulty in getting their crops harvested by conventional hand-picking
LIVE GROWERS

methods, not only in California but also
in Spain and Italy. Over the past 30
years, many University of California
workers have participated in research to
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MECHANICAL
HARVESTING

The U.C. Davis Department of Agricultural Engineering developed a tree
shaker specifically for olives, which removed about "% to 85% Of the fruits.
However, no equipment manufacturer
has further d e v e b e d this Prototype machine for commercial use.
manufacturers Of
tree-shaking machines have increased the

fortunately, Ethrel itself caused excessive
leaf drop at concentrations high enough
to give adequate fruit abscission and had
to be abandoned for use on olives.
However, another ethylene-generating
compound, 2-chloroethyI-tris (2 m,&oxyethoxy) -silane (CGA 13586), devel.
oped by the CIBA-Geigy Company
proved to be more useful as a pre-harvest
loosening spray for olives. It satisfac-

Photo 1. Tree at left is the type that responds well to mechanical tree shaking. The primary scaffold branches are large enough to absorb and transmit the
shaker’s energy. Scaffold limbs of tree at right are too small for satisfactory mechanical tree shaking.

torily reduced the fruit-removal force re- Leaf drop
quired about one week after spraying
Leaf drop occurred in all tests with
(graph l ) , without excessive leaf drop. CGA 13586 (table l ) , but the amount of
Graph 2 shows the ethylene-releasing defoliation appears to be in the acceppattern of CGA 13586 compared with table range. Previous studies have shown
that of ethephon and of CHI (cyclohexi- that up to 25% leaf removal in October
mide) , an abscission-inducing chemical
does not reduce flowering the following
that has been used commercially on
year. (More than 25% leaf removal recitrus. The initial ethylene output of CGA
duces flower production in proportion to
13586 is much higher than that of ethethe number of leaves removed.) Observaphon, but not as long lasting. The protions and test data show that CGA 13586
longed higher release of ethylene from
applied
at harvest in the fall has no
leaves sprayed with ethephon may exphysiological
effect in either increasing
plain why it causes excessive leaf drop.
or
decreasing
flower formation the folResidue determinations are now being
made for raw and processed table olives lowing spring. Although ethylene hastens
and for olive oil from trees sprayed with ripening of some fruits, in our tests preCGA 13586 to develop data necessary to harvest sprays of these ethylene-generatobtain a n EPA registration for use on ing compounds have not influenced olive
olives. At present such registration does maturity.
The ethylene released by CGA 13586
not exist.
CGA 13586 was used experimentally apparently has a direct effect at the abon olives in 1972 single tree trials at Davis scission zone of the fruit-stem junction.
and in 1973 and 1974 in multiple tree This chemical was applied to different
trials in Davis and in the principal olive parts of the plant and, after 8 days, the
growing areas of the state. Table 1 shows pull force measured. The next to the
that this chemical sprayed on the trees 7 lowest reading of 171 grams pull force
days before harvest significantly in- was obtained where only one drop of the
creased fruit removal.
chemical was applied in the fruit cavity
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at the point of attachment with the fruit
stem.
During all these trials with mechanical
tree shaking equipment in which fruitloosening chemicals were being tested,
it soon became obvious that tree structure strongly influenced fruit removal,
often more so than the abscission
chemical.
The best fruit removal is from trees
whose primary scaffold branches are
thick (about six to eight inches in diameter) grow upright, and have the fruitbearing surface on short twiggy growth
around the tops of the scaffolds. In addition, such upright-growing scaffold
branches transmit the shaker’s energy to
considerable heights. Thus, the trees can
be allowed to grow to heights that would
be impractical for hand-harvesting.
Trees with relatively small primary
scaffold branches, but with a single trunk
six to ten inches or more in diameter and
high enough (three feet) to permit ready
attachment of the shaker clamp, can be
successfully harvested by trunk-shaking.
Trunk-shaking using a wrap-around
catching frame can result in a rapid harvesting operation.
5

In preparing olive trees for mechanical harvesting, it is also necessary to
remove all low hanging branches that
interfere with the machine operator’s
vision and to provide room for attaching
the shaker clamp to the scaffold branches.
No lateral branches lower than six feet
should be retained. Trees with many primary scaffold branches should be pruned
systematically with the idea of eventually
leaving no more than three or four. The
fewer attachments the shaker makes for
each tree, the more rapid the harvest
operation becomes.
Experience shows that, on mature trees,
primary scaffold branches smaller than
six inches in diameter do not transmit
vibration well (photo 1 ) .Trees with secondary scaffold branches that extend
horizontally for a distance and then hang
downward make fruit removal difficult,
even with the use of the loosening chemical, because energy is poorly transmitted
through such a structure.
For satisfactory mechanical harvesting
of olives by tree shakers, the shaker must
he ahle to move rapidly through the orchard. With limb shakers, the primary
scaffold hranches should be placed so that
the shaker can attach to them from one
side of the tree. This obviates the timeconsuming need for the machine to circle
to the opposite side of the tree to complete
the shaker operation,
Mcchanized, roll-out, canvas catching
frames, commonly used in the prune and
almond harvest, may prove satisfactory
for catching the olives released by the
mechanical shaker. Such an arrangement
may consist of two roll-out catching
frames used outside adjacent tree rows,
with one shaker working the two rows
from the inside.
For mechanical harvesting of olives to
prove successful, the soil surface must be
adequately prepared. Any levees had best
he leveled and the ground surface
smoothed so the equipment can move
pasily. Irrigation water should be scheduled so that the soil will be dry enough
to hear heavy equipment.
Althaugh harvesting fruits by mechanical mrthods appears rougher on the fruit
than conventional hand-picking, quality
of the hlack-ripe processed product is
equal to that of hand-picked fruit. Fruitquality evaluations over several years
during these harvesting trials with olives
have confirmed this. Table 2 shows typical results obtained in such fruit-quality
evaluations. I n this comparison, quality
of the mechanically harvested fruit was
at least equal to that in the hand-picked
commercial pack.
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Graph 2. Ethylene output from olive fruits and leaves after spraying with three different
ethylene-producing chemicals, CHI, ethephon, and CGA 13586.
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Photo 2. Tree shaking equipment in action on a well-prepared tree. Fruit is being caught on a
mechanized, roll-out, canvas catching frame.
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